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Abstract

The response of an antenna-coupled microbolometer fabricated on a Si wafer coated on both sides with thin films of SiO2

was measured for two types of illumination: through the substrate and from the air side. The measurement was performed in
the spectral range from 9.22 to 10.84 mm. Both cases are modeled by using the transmission, reflection, and absorption
properties of the three-layer wafer. The spectral characteristics of the SiO thin film play a major role in the response of the2

detector. The responses of the sensor to the parallel and perpendicular polarizations are modeled by using two main
contributions: the heating by absorption in the SiO layer and the coupling of incident flux on the bolometer. Fitting this2

model to the experimental data allows us to conclude that the antenna response is the result of the incident flux coming from
the substrate side. When the device is illuminated from the air side, the antenna signal results from the flux reflected at the
filmrsubstrate interface. The efficiencies of the contributions to the antenna signal coming from the substrate or from the air
side have been obtained from the data fitted with the model. The substrate-side contribution is 50 times larger than the
air-side contribution, confirming the theory of lithographic antenna on a dielectric substrate. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Antenna-coupled metal-oxide-metal diodes and
microbolometers have been demonstrated in the in-

w xfrared at wavelengths near 10 mm 1–4 . In a typical
configuration, these devices are illuminated through
the substrate to provide a better coupling efficiency
to the antenna structure. However, from a practical
point of view, the substrate-side illumination config-
uration precludes monolithic integration of the de-
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vice with existing readout and multiplexer electron-
ics.

The rule of thumb to establish the best option for
illumination uses the relative efficiency of a mi-
crostrip antenna located in the interface between two

w xmedia having different electrical permittivities 5 6 .
The ratio G of the power F radiated by the antenna
into the two media is

3 2F e1 1
Gs f 1Ž .ž /F e2 2

where e and e are the dielectric constant of the1 2

two media. By reciprocity, the ratio G describes the
relative coupling efficiency of an antenna at the
interface. Given that e s11 and the small thick-Si

ness of the SiO layer, this means that the coupling2

of the energy to the antenna will be 40 times more
efficient for the light incident from the substrate than
from the air side at infrared frequencies.

Ž .Eq. 1 would seem to indicate that substrate-side
illumination is the only viable alternative. However,
in our experiments and in some other previous work
w x2 , we observed a strong antenna response when the
device was illuminated from the air side, even at

w xvisible frequencies 7 . The values of response are of
the same order as those obtained by illuminating
through the substrate. These observations called into

Ž .question the validity of Eq. 1 and prompted us to
pursue a clearer picture of the illumination mecha-
nism of the device. To accomplish this, we measured
the spectral dependence of the responsivity for both
illumination configurations and related it to the spec-
tral characteristics of the wafer structure.

In Section 2 we present the device, its characteris-
tic parameters, and the experimental setup used to
perform the measurements. The theoretical model
used to analyze the data is presented in Section 3,
where the transmission, reflection, and absorption of
the different layers of the structure are evaluated.
The results obtained from the experiment are fitted
with the model and analyzed in Section 4. The
conclusions of this paper are summarized in Section
5.

2. Detector and experimental setup

Fig. 1 shows an electron micrograph of the device
measured in this work. It is a Nb-microbolometer

coupled to an aluminum dipole antenna. The re-
sponse of this type of device shows a strong polar-
ization dependence with a maximum signal when the
electric field is parallel to the dipole, as expected
from antenna theory. Antennas are used to enhance
the power collection efficiency of detectors that are
much smaller than the incident wavelength.

The devices are fabricated onto a high-resistivity
Ž .Si wafer r)3000 V cm of 380-mm thickness.

The wafer is polished on both sides and coated with
a thermally grown 1.5-mm SiO insulating layer.2

The metallic structures, with a width on the order of
200 nm, are defined with a direct-write electron-beam

Ž .lithography tool Cambridge, EMBF 10.5 .
The antenna was illuminated with a tunable CO2

laser capable of oscillating in a TEM at several00

transitions ranging from 9.22 to 10.84 mm in wave-
length. The output power of the laser was monitored
continuously to provide a reference signal for nor-
malization. The beam was modulated with a mechan-
ical chopper synchronized to a lock-in amplifier that
read the signal from the device. The polarization
direction of the beam was controlled by means of a
lr2 plate. The beam was collimated and focused
using aspheric Fr1 optics to a spot size of around
15 mm in radius. The microbolometer was mounted
on a three-dimensional micropositioning stage that
allowed us to locate the detector in the volume of
maximum irradiance of the focused spot. When the
wavelength of the laser was changed it was neces-
sary to move the device slightly along the optical
axis to compensate for the focal shift produced by
the change in wavelength. At each wavelength two
measurements were performed, one for each orthog-

Žonal polarization direction parallel and perpendicu-
.lar to the antenna structure . The measurements were

done for the air-incidence and substrate-incidence
configurations at normal incidence.

3. Theoretical model

The light that interacts with the microbolometer
detector and its antenna also interacts with the under-
lying structure on which the device is fabricated. To
characterize and determine the role of the wafer
materials, we have measured the reflection and trans-
mission spectra of the wafers supporting the device
Ž .see Fig. 2 . This measurement was made using a
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Fig.1. Electron microscope photograph of the microbolometer used in this paper.

ŽFourier-transform infrared spectrometer, FTIR Per-
.kin-Elmer 1710 . The wafer structure has been mod-

eled as follows. The SiO layers are considered as2

thin films deposited on both sides of a thick Si
substrate. The thickness of the SiO layer, measured2

by ellipsometry, is 1.5 mm and the Si wafer thick-
ness is specified at around 380 mm. For these SiO2

thin films, it is necessary to take into account the
multiple-interference mechanisms that modify the
transmission, reflection, and absorption of the struc-
ture depending also on the order of the arrangement

Ž . w xof the layers AirrSiO rSi or SirSiO rAir 8 . On2 2

the contrary, interference effects are neglected for
the thick Si substrate. The experimental setup used to
measure the detector response provides a very tightly
focused beam whose Rayleigh range is in the order

of 100 mm. In this case the contributions of multiple
reflections in Si are negligible because of the large
dilution of the irradiance for the successive reflected
contributions. A spectral response of this layered
structure is calculated using measured index-of-re-
fraction values for Si and SiO from the literature2
w x9–11 . The results obtained from this model are
compared to the measurements from the spectrome-
ter. The complex index of refraction for SiO is2

adjusted from the literature starting values to accom-
plish a fit of the measured data. We choose to adjust
the optical constants of the SiO layer because they2

show the strongest influence on the spectral proper-
ties of the structure in the wavelength range of
interest. In addition, the optical properties of this
layer will be influenced by the purity and the micro-
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Fig. 2. Measured spectra for the transmission and reflection of the
wafer obtained from an infrared Fourier-transform spectrometer.
The absorption has been calculated from the values of the trans-
mission and reflection.

scopic arrangement of the material. The calculated
Žindex of refraction of the SiO real and imaginary2

.parts is shown in Fig. 3 with the values obtained
w xfrom the literature 10 . The fitted values for the

index of refraction are used to model the expected
reflection, transmission, and absorption of each ma-
terial interface and layer involved in the design.

Fig. 3. Calculated index of refraction of the SiO that is obtained2

to fit the spectral characteristic of the wafer. The starting values of
w xthe fitting are those provided by Ref. 10 , and are indicated by

squares and circles.

The change in temperature of the bolometer is
produced by two basic mechanisms: from absorption
of flux in the SiO layer adjacent to the bolometer2

and from direct heating of the bolometer structure.
This last contribution is responsible for the polariza-
tion-dependent response of the device, because it
contains the signal caused by dissipation in the
bolometer of current waves excited in the antenna
arms. The absorption of the SiO layer is primarily2

responsible for the heating of the materials near the

Fig. 4. Schematic of the different contributions to the signal of the
Ž . Ž .detectors, a incidence from the substrate, b incidence from the

air. The actual values of the thickness of the films and susbstrate
are 1.5 mm for the SiO layers, and 380 mm for the Si. The2

reflection contribution is not depicted in normal incidence for
clarity.
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bolometer. The part of the response caused by the
energy coupled to the dipole antenna is proportional
to the incident flux on the plane of the bolometer.
This relative strength of both flux terms can be
calculated in terms of the transmission and reflection

Ž .of the layers that compose the structure see Fig. 4 ,
using the fitted index values obtained from the FTIR
data. If we assume that the incident flux on the wafer
is constant for the spectral range of interest, then the
spectral characteristics of the transmittance, re-
flectance, and absorbance will produce a wavelength
dependence of the absorbed and transmitted flux, and
therefore a sensor response that will depend on the
wavelength of the incident light.

3.1. Substrate-side illumination

For incidence from the substrate side, the differ-
ent contributions to the response of the detector are
as follows. The response of the bolometer for the
polarization state perpendicular to the dipole, V ,H ,s

w xcan be considered a thermal response 2,3 and is
mainly caused by the absorption of the SiO layer.2

ŽThe subscripts indicate the type of polarization H ,
5perpendicular to the dipole antenna; , parallel to the

. Ždipole antenna and the illumination direction s
denotes incidence from the substrate side and a

.denotes incidence from the air side . To evaluate the
absorbed flux in the SiO it is first necessary to2

calculate the flux that reaches the SiO layer adja-2

cent to the antenna. This flux has been transmitted
through the backside SiO layer as well as the Si2

bulk substrate. Then, the absorbed flux in the SiO2
Ž .layer closest to the antenna is calculated see Fig. 4a

as,

F s a =t =t F , 2Ž .Ž .s ,SiO s ,SiO Si backsideySiO o2 2 2

where F represents the incident flux on the wafer,o

t is the transmittance of the backsidebackside-SiO 2

SiO layer, t is the transmittance of the Si thick2 Si

layer, and a is the absorption of the SiO layers,SiO 22

adjacent to the bolometer. Multiple reflection effects
have been taken into account in both thin layers.

In addition to the absorbed flux contribution, is a
heating of the bolometer structure that is propor-
tional to the incident flux onto the bolometer and

caused by the absorption of the structure of the
bolometer itself and its metallic connections. The
incident flux at the SiO rAir interface where the2

bolometer is located is calculated taking into account
the Si transmission and the multiple reflections in
both SiO layers. In the layer adjacent to the an-2

tenna, only those beams propagating from the
SirSiO interfaces toward the SiO rAir interface2 2

are added. This calculation can be written as

F s t =t =t F ,Ž .s ,SiO rAir s ,SiO rAir Si backsideySiO o2 2 2

3Ž .
where t represents the contribution of thoses, SiO rAir2

beams propagating from the SirSiO interface to the2

SiO rAir interface in the SiO layer adjacent to the2 2

detector. These flux terms, F and F ares,SiO s,SiO rAir2 2

plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of wavelength.
The same two fluxes that cause the perpendicular

response, F and F will also be respon-s,SiO s,SiO rAir2 2

sible for the response obtained when the polarization
is parallel to the dipole antenna, V . In this case, the5 ,s

contribution of the antenna-coupled radiation to the
parallel response will be proportional to the flux
incident onto the bolometer, F . By using thes,SiO rAir2

Fig. 5. Plot of the absorbed flux in the SiO layer adjacent to the2

bolometer for the substrate and air incidence configurations, Fs,SiO 2

and F , respectively. We also plot the incident flux on thea,SiO 2

bolometer coming from the SiO side of the SiO rAir interface,2 2

for the substrate and air incidence illuminations, F ands,SiO rAir2

F , respectively. We are assuming that the incident flux isa,SiO rAir2

constant along the spectral range, F s1 W.o
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Ž .calculated absorbed and incident fluxes, Eqs. 2 and
Ž .3 , it is possible to write the response of the bolome-
ter for the two polarization states as
V sh FH ,s H ,s ,SiO s ,SiO2 2

qh F 4Ž .H ,s ,SiO rAir s ,SiO rAir2 2

and
V sh F qh F , 5Ž .5 ,s 5 ,s ,SiO s ,SiO 5 ,s ,SiO rAir s ,SiO rAir2 2 2 2

where the coefficients h , h ,H ,s,SiO H ,s,SiO rAir2 2

h , and h are the conversion efficien-5 ,s,SiO 5 ,s,SiO rAir2 2

cies of the corresponding mechanisms in producing a
response. In the case of perpendicular polarization,
h , is related to the thermal absorption ofH ,s,SiO rAir2

the bolometer structure. For parallel polarization,
h , will account for the antenna-coupled5 ,s,SiO rAir2

contribution. The antenna response DV is taken ass

the difference between the parallel and perpendicular
responses, DV sV yV .s 5 ,s H ,s

3.2. Air-side illumination

When radiation is incident on the antenna from
the air side, the contributing mechanisms are of the

Žsame type as for substrate-side illumination see Fig.
. Ž4b . The response V the subscript a indicates airH ,a

.incidence is produced by the absorbed flux in the
front SiO layer, and from the heating of the struc-2

ture of the device caused by the flux incident onto
the plane of the device. The absorbed flux is now
calculated as
F sa F , 6Ž .a ,SiO a ,SiO o2 2

where a is the absorption coefficient of thea,SiO 2

ŽSiO layer adjacent to the bolometer taking into2
.account the multiple reflections . The flux incident

on the bolometer comes from the air side, being
proportional to F , and also from the SiO side. Thiso 2

last incident flux can be written as

F sr F 7Ž .a ,SiO rAir a ,SiO rAir o2 2

where r accounts for the light reflected ata,SiO rAir2

the SiO rSi interface and arriving to the SiO rAir2 2

interface, taking into account the multiple reflections
in the SiO thin film. The possible contribution2

coming from the reflection of the flux in the sub-
strate side SiO structure is neglected because in our2

experimental conditions the beam is tightly focused.
In Fig. 5, we plotted the spectral dependence of
F and F .a,SiO a,SiO rAir2 2

These two contributions, caused by the fluxes Fo

and F , appear together in the air-side illumi-a,SiO rAir2

nation case only. For the substrate-side illumination
case, no structure reflects radiation back to the detec-
tor. The coupling efficiency of the radiation to the
antenna structure is different for the reflected flux,
F , and for the flux incident directly, F . Thea,SiO rAir o2

Ž .ratio is theoretically given by Eq. 1 and will be
introduced in our calculation as G .

When the electric field is polarized parallel to the
dipole antenna, the power coupled by the dipole will
not contribute to the heating mechanism in the inte-
rior of the SiO layer. The relative efficiencies of the2

thermal and antenna mechanisms to change the tem-
perature of the bolometer and therefore to provide a
measurable signal are different. For certain wave-
lengths, a parallel signal lower than the cross-polar-

Ž .ization perpendicular signal was observed. This
apparently anomalous behavior can be interpreted as
follows. The incident flux, F , must be shared by theo

absorption in the SiO and by the antenna-coupling2

mechanism. Therefore, when the antenna is allowed
Žto couple energy because the electric field is prop-

.erly aligned , then the absorption mechanism has less
power available.

We thus have the following expressions for the
perpendicular and parallel responses:
V sh FH ,a H ,a ,SiO a ,SiO2 2

qh F qF 8Ž .Ž .H ,a ,SiO rAir o a ,SiO rAir2 2

and
V sh F5 ,a 5 ,a ,SiO a ,SiO2 2

qhbol F qFŽ .5 ,a ,SiO rAir o a ,SiO rAir2 2

qh ant F qGFŽ .5 ,a ,SiO rAir o a ,SiO rAir2 2

fh F5 ,a ,SiO a ,SiO2 2

qh F qGF , 9Ž .Ž .5 ,a ,SiO rAir o a ,SiO rAir2 2

where the coefficients h and h are theH ,a,SiO 5 ,a,SiO2 2

conversion efficiencies of the absorption in the SiO2

layer. The coefficient h represents theH ,a,SiO rAir2

efficiency to produce a response from the heating of
the structure of the bolometer caused by the incident
radiation coming from both sides of the AirrSiO2

interface. Correspondingly, h bol and5 ,a,SiO r A ir2

h ant describe the efficiency of the thermal5 ,a,SiO rAir2

and antenna coupling in the bolometer structure for
Ž .parallel polarization. Eq. 9 is approximated to al-
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low a comparison of the coefficients for the parallel
and perpendicular responses. This approximation
considers that the thermal coupling of the flux in the
bolometer structure is negligible for the parallel po-
larization when the flux is coupled to the antenna
structure, i.e., h bol

< Gh ant , and5 ,a,SiO rAir 5 ,a,SiO rAir2 2

therefore h ant fh . For the parallel5 ,a,SiO rAir 5 ,a,SiO rAir2 2

polarization it has been necessary to include the G

Ž .factor from Eq. 1 to weight the contribution of the
two beams incident onto the antenna, one coming
from the air and the other from the SiO . If the2

incoming flux, F , is assumed to be constant alongo

the spectral range of interest, then the effect of the
air-side direct incident flux can be associated with a
global positive offset for the total spectral range.
This term does not appear explicitly in the case of
substrate incidence because there is no contribution
of flux incident from the air side. Therefore, because
in the substrate-side illumination the flux is coming
from the substrate, G is included in the value of t .5 ,s

This factor G is assumed to be constant for the
spectral range of interest because the change in the
value of the refraction index of the Si is negligible.

4. Experimental results and analysis

The spectral response of a bolometer with an
antenna length of about 10 mm has been measured to
obtain the values of the V , V , V , and V .H ,s 5 ,s H ,a 5 ,a

These data have been fitted with the model ex-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .pressed in Eqs. 4 , 5 , 8 , and 9 normalized to a

flux of F s1 W, independent of the wavelength.o

The efficiencies related with the absorbed flux
Ž .h , h , h , and h , the inci-H ,s,SiO 5 ,s,SiO H ,a,SiO 5 ,a,SiO2 2 2 2

Ždent flux h , h , h ,H ,s,SiO rAir 5 ,s,SiO rAir H ,a,SiO rAir2 2 2

.and h , and the antenna-coupling effi-5 ,a,SiO rAir2

Ž .ciency ratio G for the best fitting of the experi-
mental data are shown in Table 1. The fitting proce-
dure used a minimum-squared-difference algorithm
to find the values of the parameters. The graphical
representation of the fitting of the model with the
experimental data is shown in Fig. 6 for the two
cases of illumination geometry. In this figure, we
have represented the response for the perpendicular
and parallel polarizations of the incident radiation,
V and V , and also their difference, DVsV yV .H 5 5 H
The difference DV corresponds primarily to the an-

w xtenna-coupling effect 3 .

Table 1
Coefficients of the fitting of the model with the experimental data.
All the values are in mVrW, except G that is dimensionless

Substrate-side Air-side
illumination illumination

h 2195 h 3142H ,s,SiO H ,a,SiO2 2

h 2097 h 24955 ,s,SiO 5 ,a,SiO2 2

h 535 h 434H ,s,SiO SiOrAir H ,a,SiO rAir2 2

h 1468 h 215 ,s,SiO rAir 5 ,a,SiO rAir2 2

G 50
Gh 10215 ,a,SiO rAir2

An analysis of the efficiencies of the absorbed
flux shows that h -h and h -5 ,s,SiO H ,s,SiO 5 ,a,SiO2 2 2

h .The decrease of the contribution of theH ,a,SiO 2

absorption in the SiO when the orientation of the2

polarization is along the dipole antenna can be ex-
plained by assuming that the same amount of inci-
dent flux has to be shared by two competing mecha-
nisms with relative importance of the same order: the
absorption and the antenna coupling. For the cross-
polarization state, the competition is between the
absorption inside the SiO layer and the thermal2

absorption of the bolometer structure, with the latter
being less important than the absorption in the SiO .2

In addition, although the absorption mechanism is
the same, the difference between the parallel and
perpendicular polarization efficiencies is also caused
by the way the multiple reflections work. In the case
of parallel polarization, every time the light reaches
the SiO rAir interface, it can be coupled to the2

antenna, leaving less flux available for the absorption
inside the SiO layer in the successive bounces. This2

effect diminishes the conversion efficiency of the
absorbed flux into signal for the parallel-polarization
case.

When comparing the coefficients that multiply the
flux incident on the antenna plane coming from the
SiO layer, we find that h )h2 5 ,s,SiO rAir H ,s,SiO rAir2 2

and Gh )h . In this case, the5 ,a,SiO rAir H ,a,SiO rAir2 2

increase of the parallel multiplicative efficiencies
compared to the corresponding perpendicular ones is
caused by the flux coupled to the antenna structure.

Ž .From the data of the fitting see Table 1 we can see
that the ratio between the parallel and perpendicular
factors is about the same for the two types of inci-

Ždence 2.7 for the substrate-side incidence and 2.4
.for the air-side incidence .
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Fig. 6. Plot of the values of the response of the devices for the
parallel and perpendicular orientations of the electric field with
respect to the dipole antenna. The difference between the parallel
and the perpendicular polarization responses is associated with the
antenna response and is also represented in the plot. The results of
the fitting of the model with the experimental data are also plotted
for the parallel polarization, the perpendicular polarization and

Ž .their difference. Fig. 6 a is for the substrate-side illumination
Ž .case, and Fig. 6 b is for the air-side incidence.

It is obvious from Fig. 6 that the antenna re-
sponse, DV, is strongly dependent on the spectral
characteristics of the SiO layer. This was expected2

w xand observed previously by other authors 2 . For the
substrate-side incidence, the two SiO layers and the2

Si substrate transmissivities influence the final result.
In this case, it is clear that when no light reaches the
antenna structure it is not possible to obtain any
useful signal. For the air-side incidence case, the
main role is played by the first SiO layer. Its2

spectral reflectivity and absorption determine the

spectral response of the devices. As demonstrated
with the model, the back SiO layer does not play2

any role in our fast-focusing experimental condi-
tions. This observation is justified because the Si
substrate is thick enough to prevent appearance of
interference effects for the focused laser beams used
in the experiment. However, if more collimated light
is used and the light can be reflected from the
backside layer, then the whole wafer structure should
be taken into account to calculate the total flux
incident onto the antenna coming from the substrate
side.

The observed change in the direction of the maxi-
mum polarization orientation observed for air-side
incidence is also explained by the model. The de-
creased absorption for the parallel response allows
the existence of larger response for the perpendicular
polarization direction than for the parallel in the
spectral regions where the absorption-derived signal
is dominant.

An important conclusion that can be reached from
the data is that the amount of flux coupled to the
antenna when light is incident from the air side

Ždirectly without reflection in any underlying struc-
.ture is significantly lower than from the substrate

side. The antenna response almost disappears in the
spectral regions for which the SiO layer is nearly2

opaque. In our model, the relative efficiency of the
coupling of the energy to the antenna structure is
given by G . The results of the fitting provide a value
of G of 50 for the measured bolometer that is in

Žgood agreement with the theoretical value of 40 see
Ž ..Eq. 1 and explains the behavior of the antenna. It

should be noted that this ratio of coupling, G , is not
interpreted as the ratio between the antenna re-
sponses for the air-side incidence and the substrate-
side incidence, DV rDV . For example, at ls10.6a s

mm, we obtained a ratio of DV rDV s0.84. Thisa s

allows a practical operation of the device for the
air-side incidence configuration.

5. Conclusions

The response of antenna-coupled microbolometers
has been modeled in terms of the spectral character-
istics of the layered wafer structure composed of two
SiO thin films that enclose a thick Si substrate. The2

complex index of refraction of the SiO layer of the2
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wafer is evaluated using measured values of spectral
reflectance and transmittance, and a slight adjust-
ment of the values of the index of refraction referred
to in the literature is obtained.

The contributions of the different mechanisms to
the total response are accounted for with two terms.
One of them is the absorption of the SiO layer2

whose thermal heating provides most of the polariza-
tion-independent signal. The second term is caused
by the flux incident onto the microbolometer plane.
This flux is related to the transmission of the whole
wafer when illuminating from the substrate, and has
two components for the case of illumination from the
air. In this last case, the light can reach the bolome-
ter coming from the incident beam directly, and also
from the reflection at the SiO rSi interface. The2

results presented in this paper show that the
antenna-coupled bolometers can be illuminated from
the air and a polarization-dependent response is ob-
tained. However, for the air incidence, the relevant
mechanism in the antenna response is the coupling
of electromagnetic energy reaching the antenna from
the inside of the SiO layer. This fact is in good2

agreement with the expected efficiency of the detec-
tion of an antenna on a substrate in terms of the ratio
between the index of refraction on both sides of the
antenna.

The irrelevance of the back surface characteristics
for the air-side-incidence case allows a proper inte-
gration of the detectors with auxiliary electronics.
However, special attention must be given to the
material characteristics and thickness of the insulat-

Ž .ing layer made of SiO for our devices . The spec-2

tral dependence of the complex index of refraction of
the material used and the role of the multiple reflec-
tions inside the layer modify the spectral response of
the device. Finally, as expected from the theoretical
results, the amount of power coupled to the antenna
from the air-side direct incident flux is not large
enough to produce a useful response of the device.
For the air-side illumination, the radiation reflected
in the substrate produces a much larger contribution.
However, the ratio between the antenna responses
for the air-side illumination and the substrate-side
illumination is DV rDV s0.84 at ls10.6 mm,a s

that makes the air-side incidence practical.
Summarizing, illumination of the antenna-coupled

microbolometers from the air side is possible and

primarily depends on the characteristics of the thin-
film insulating layer on which the device is fabri-
cated. Its spectral characteristics primarily depend on
the thickness and the values of the complex index of
refraction of the material used. An appropriate choice
of these parameters would allow tailoring of the
spectral response for a given application.
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